Uses and Characteristics of the Glitter Synthetic Leather
=======================================================================
The synthetic leather is an artificial material that imitates the appearance of glitter leather in its
various aspects and for various uses such as clothing, upholstery or home decoration. In its beginnings
it was used mainly to cover chairs, sofas, etc ... in offices and home. But its use extends to car
upholstery, party halls, boats, motorbike and bicycle saddles, public spaces, waiting rooms, fashion
and haute couture etc. We registered its glitter leather, obtaining a great success from the 70s. We
found all types of glitter synthetic leather: metallic, elastic, with granular appearance, with different
reliefs, etc.

The synthetic leather is composed of synthetic fibers such as polyester coated with one or several
layers of polymer (most often polyamide and to a lesser extent PCV) by induction, lining or gluing to
give it a leather appearance that is difficult to distinguish from real leather. First sight but whose cost
is much lower than real leather. It has characteristics of high elasticity, resistance to use, scratches,
abrasion and an adequate micro-porosity. It is a washable material and can be cleaned dry. Some
types of synthetic leather are made with PVC (thermoplastic material), however, as these materials are
not porous, do not have the properties of polyurethane and are difficult to clean, therefore, they are
used on a smaller scale. You can apply various treatments such as resistance to UVA, fire, abrasions,

etc ... In addition you can give different aspects and colours as bright, metallic, imitation of various
animal skins, etc.
Types of leatherette
There are several types of main leatherette:
Fire resistant glitter synthetic leather with combustion resistant fabric
Imitation leather leathers, easy to maintain and wash, they resist cleaning products and are very
resistant.
Metallic leatherette: They imitate perfectly the colours of metallic materials. Elegant, will bring a
modern touch to your home decor.

Imitation leather leathers animal. They imitate the skin of animals like reptiles. Among the most
common are the ostrich, the crocodile, the buffalo and the elephant.
Bright and carved leatherette: It is leatherette with an upward trend for fashion clothing, shoes,
handbags or home decoration.

Elastic leatherette: Mostly used for fashion. Tops, leggins, etc.
Source Link - http://www.a1glitter.com/glitter-synthetic-leather-c-19.html

